
The Future of
Talent Management
is Here !

Recruit, Mentor,
Retain & Engage your
Future-ready
Workforce



www.peoplestrong.com

Operating system for
your entire organization

Identify skill gaps
across your
organization

SKILL CLOUD

Recruit the right
talent to fit your
talent needs

RECRUITMENT
AI-powered talent
coach for personalized
learning and growth

JINIE CHATBOT
Organization-wide
analytics for a data-driven
people strategy

ANALYTICS
Get work done, faster with
AI-powered collaboration
for remote/hybrid teams

COLLABORATION

Dedicated/customized
learning paths for a
high-performing workforce

LEARNING
Bring business
performance closer to
people performance

Fill mission critical
roles with high potential
employees

PERFORMANCE SUCCESSION

Introducing PeopleStrong Alt
Talent Operating System

agile teams
focused on
outcomes

Build

and motivate
teams for
growth

Mentor
the skills
needed to gain
a competitive
edge

Map

and retain
top talent

Engage

People are the protagonists in your success story. Bridge the gap
between people strategy and business outcomes with technology.



Modules for a future-ready workforce

www.peoplestrong.com

Uncover talent
insights with Skill
Dashboards

Workforce planning
with pre-configured
hiring workflows

Accelerate hiring
with AI-powered
recommendations,
self-scheduled
interviews, and data-
driven dashboards

Leverage AI-powered
matchmaking
framework for
candidate
recommendations

Identify skill gaps
between expected
and current
proficiency levels and
build targeted
programs to bridge
the gaps

Conversational AI
chatbot that nudges
employees to
continue learning

Conversational AI
Chatbot that nudges
as well as designs
learning paths
tailored for your
employees' needs

Senses employee
pulse with mood
checks, polls,
surveys, and nudges

SKILL CLOUD RECRUITMENT LEARNING JINIE - CHATBOT

Agile goal
management with
multi-goal framework
that includes MBO,
BSC, OKR

Enable Continuous
Performance Review
and 360 rating on
goals, skills,
competencies,
attributes and
behavioural traits

Leverage a dynamic,
highly visual talent
dashboard to
maximize the value of
talent reviews

Use flexible talent
pools, succession
plans, and analytics
to improve leadership
pipeline and bench
strength

Completely DIY and
customizable

Build Talent
Succession Plans &
employee growth
journeys basis
employee potential,
critical positions,
years of experience,
etc.

Individual Talent
Profiles with skills,
competency, risk of
loss vs impact of loss,
goals, etc.

Bring your teams
together &
collaborate beyond
boundaries with
configurable
workgroups

Power up your work
with performance and
task management
tools with Goal
Tracking, To-Dos,
Polls, Appreciations,
& Reminders

COLLABORATIONSUCCESSION PLANNINGANALYTICSPERFORMANCE



Benefits & Outcomes

Testimonials
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Predictive talent analytics

Predictive talent analytics

Effectively close skill gaps with
simple talent management technology

Enhanced self-performance
and well-paced career growth

Gain a competitive edge with
your talent

Build an aspirational employer
brand

Create a culture of high
performance

Improved project-specific
results and client appreciation

Functional Benefits Business Outcomes

Business
Leader

Manager,
Talent
Management

CHRO

Employee

"Nobody was so thorough in their
concept as PeopleStrong when it came
to talent management. They were agile &
nimble in addressing all our queries."

Pankaj Kakkar,
COO, FarEye

"It's been 24 hours and I've been
glued to the Jinie app! "

Nitasha Mehta,
VP - HR, SAR Group.

"The implementation was lightning fast
with clear outcomes & milestones!"

Poonam Davre, Head - Shared Services,
Compensation and Benefit, Raymond Limited

"In PeopleStrong, we found a partner that
would allow us to combine our people and
technology initiatives in a well-integrated
HR platform, with a global reach, and
responsive support."

Glendale Aldor, Vice President for HR
Core Business Services in Inspiro
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